Introduction
As the title show, in this paper we deal with second order linear ordinary differential equation (ODE). There is not general method for resolving all second order linear ODE's. The method depend on the form of the equation. Moreover, there exist second order linear ODE's which can not be solved by the existing methods. The Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J) method is a method very useful for solving differential equation of the classical mechanics. Knowing that the differential equation of the classical mechanics are all at most second order differential equations, it is of course to ask the question: what are the second order linear ODE's can be solved by the H-J method? For giving response to this question, we tried to apply the H-J method to solve the most general form of second order linear ODE. During the resolution we moved apart the cases which are difficult to solve. Then, we have at last that the differential equation
can be solved by the H-J method. For the H-J method we only consider the case of only one degree of freedom. In the second section we talk about the H-J method and its application to equation (1) . In the last section we give a set of second order ODE's whose resolution use characteristic equation.
2 Resolution with H-J method
H-J method
The H-J method [1] is used to solve the equation of motion, which is the EulerLagrange equation
, which is a class C 3 function of his three arguments. This equation can be written under the form [2] 
We resume here step by step this method. 
Search for lagrangian
These steps show us that knowing the lagrangian we can try to apply the H-J method for solving the equation of motion, that is the Euler-Lagrange equation. So, we will be able to apply the H-J method to solve an equation of the form
if we can have a function L = L(x, y, y ′ ), class C 3 function of his three arguments, such that the equation is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equation associated to the function L, as lagrangian.
For searching for such function
Take the derivative of this identity with respect to y ′ , and in using again the relation (4), we have that the necessary condition for to be of the form of the Euler-Lagrange equation is
2.3 Resolution of the equation (1) For (1) we have as a lagrangian L = |b(x)|. Now, we are in a position to use the H-J method for solving the equation (1) . Then, by applying the H-J method, we will have that the equations
and
with ω real constant, have respectively as general solutions
A, ϕ, real arbitrary constants, and
A, B, real arbitrary constants, and where t(x) = |b(x)|dx.
Characteristic equation
They are a generalisation of the equations y ′′ + ω 2 y = 0 and y ′′ − ω 2 y = 0 whose general solutions are respectively y = Asin [ωx + ϕ] and y = Ae ωx + Be −ωx . For the resolution of these equations one write at first the characteristic equation which are respectively λ 2 +ω 2 = 0 and λ 2 −ω 2 = 0. This method can be applied for all homogenous linear ODE's with constant coefficients. That makes us to search for the second order linear ODE whose fundamental solutions are e 
